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Procedure for obtaining an annual inspection sticker

For the 2016 racing season CACC has decided to institute a double set of annual inspections;
one for the driver and their equipment, and a separate inspection for the car. The two are
essentially unrelated.

When the driver receives their racing license a CACC driver’s logbook will be issued. In order to
start the annual inspection the driver will need to present this logbook along with ALL their
driver’s equipment: driving suit, 2005 or later SNELL approved helmet (or the equivalent),

balaclava, gloves, socks, arm restraints (where required), and the HANS device with valid FIA

label. All of this equipment must be in accordance with the 2016 CACC race regulations. This

logbook MUST be presented along with the Technical Inspection sheet at the normal pre-race

inspection. If a driver has a CACC Driver’s Logbook with a valid Annual Inspection sticker, there
will be no requirement to bring the driver’s personal equipment to Scrutineering.

Upon inspection and approval by the CACC Technical Inspector/Scrutineer, a sticker will be

placed IN THE DRIVER’S LOGBOOK. The driver will go through registration in the regular manner
and receive a Technical Inspection sheet. When the driver presents a Technical Inspection sheet

and their logbook with a valid sticker to the Scrutineers they will be signed off, given a weekend
inspection sticker and allowed to compete. This process will be applicable in each instance
where the driver is competing.

Upon completion of the regular pre-race inspection, the driver’s logbook will be retained by the
Scrutineers and passed on to the Steward for their review and signature.

The CACC vehicle annual inspection will continue as previously. That is the car must be

inspected by a CACC Technical Inspector/Scrutineer to ensure that all lights and mechanicals are
correct and in good order; SFI or FIA seat belts with the appropriate CACC approved dating

label; all required lights operate as necessary, and the car is in proper working order. Cars which
are deemed to be in either incomplete or in any way deficient will NOT be issued an Annual
Technical Inspection sticker.

